
This year, winter officially starts at 5:54 
a.m. Eastern Standard Time on Sunday, 
December 22. At this time, the Sun's 
apparent path along the ecliptic places it 
within the boundaries of the constella
tion Sagittarius, the Archer. Figure 1 
shows a portion of the celestial sphere, 
the region in which the Sun is posi
tioned during the solstice. Thus, at the 
beginning of winter, we would say the 
Sun is in Sagittarius. 

At the beginning of winter, the Sun is 
as far south of the Earth's equator as it 
will get, and lies over the parallel of 
latitude known as the tropic of Capri
corn. At this position, the Sun has the 
coordinates of 18.0 hours, and 23.5 
degrees south. Interestingly, the Sun 
actually lies within Sagittarius, the 
zodiac constellation to the west of 
Capricornus, leading one to wonder if 
the Tropic of Capricorn should be re
named the Tropic of Sagittarius. The 
Tropic of Capricorn (or, perhaps more 
appropriately, Sagittarius) marks the 
southernmost point that the Sun reaches 
over the Earth. 

Bob Riddle is the planetarium director for the 
Kansas City School District at Southwest 
Magnet Math & Science High School. 
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Along the river 
During the winter months, there is a 
wealth of celestial objects to observe. 
The accompanying star chart shows a 
view looking south at about 9 p.m. local 
time during the middle of January, and 
at about 11 p.m. during the month of 
December. The star chart centers on the 
constellation Orion the Hunter, and 
includes his two hunting dogs as well as 
Lepus the Hare, the target of the hunt. 

Figure 1. 
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Find out why the Tropic 
of Capricorn might 
actually be the Tropic 
of Sagittarius. 

Lepus is an inconspicuous pattern of 
stars somewhat resembling a bow tie, 
located just below Orion's feet. Accord
ing to myth, Lepus hid from hunters in 
the tall grasses near the river Eridanus. 
If spotted, he quickly leapt away in the 
opposite direction. According to another 
myth, Lepus was once a swift-flying bird 
and was changed into a rabbit by the 
Goddess of Spring, Ostara. Ostara, the 
origin of the word, "Easter," allowed 
Lepus to lay eggs once a year, during 
the spring. 

To the west of Lepus, starting near the 
star Rigel is the constellation Eridanus, 
the River. Eridanus is a long, meandering 
pattern of stars that stretches all the way 
to the south polar regions of the sky. At 
the southern end of Eridanus lies the 
star, Archernar, meaning "the end of the 
river." In Italy, Eridanus is associated 
with the Po River; in Egypt, the Nile 
River; in Germany, the Rhine River; 
and in China, the Yellow River. 

Open clusters 
For the binocular or small telescope user, 
there are numerous objects well situated 
for viewing during the winter months in 
this region of the sky. The Great Orion 
Nebula, or M42, is one of the finest 
objects for viewing at night. Located at a 
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distance of about 1,300 light-years, and 
visible to the naked eye as a fuzzy-look
ing star, it is located below the center 
belt star of Orion. M42 appears as a 
cloud of luminous gas spread over a full 
degree of sky, twice the apparent diam
eter of the full moon. The nebula con
tains numerous young, hot, blue and 
white-blue stars. A small telescope will 
reveal a group of four stars in a rectangle 
pattern known as the Trapezium within 
the Orion Nebula. 

Following the belt stars upward 
through the face ofT aurus the Bull will 
lead to the Pleiades, an open star cluster 
of several hundred stars. To the naked 
eye, anywhere from 6 to 11 stars can be 
seen. This cluster is more familiar as the 
Seven Sisters, the seven daughters of 
Atlas and Pleione. According to myth, 
the sisters are escaping the amorous 
advances of Orion. To some native 
Americans, the star cluster represents 
seven sisters who got lost wandering 
among the stars. They are clustered close 
together so as not to become separated. 
One sister, so overcome by their situa
tion, cries eternally, therefore dimming 
the sparkle in her eyes (this is why usu
ally only six of the sisters are discernable 
with the naked eye). 

Evening planets 
No planets are visible during the 
evenings in December and January. 

Moon phases 
December 
New Moon - December 5 
First Quarter - December 14 
Full Moon - December 21 
Third Quarter - December 2 7 

January 

New Moon - January 4 
First Quarter- January 12 
Full Moon - January 19 
Third Quarter -January 26 
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DYNAMICS IN SPACE is an educational 
game which requires the application of 
dynamics and kinematics . Using the 
force from retrorockets , your students 
control the acceleration , velocity and 
position of their spaceship as they dock 
with a variety of space stations. Scoring, 
which rewards efficient fuel use, further 
challenges your students to analyze the 
relationships between force and motion. 

30-day SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 

Apple II versions 
$29.95 each or $49.95 for both 
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In VECTOR ADVENTURE, your students 
apply their knowledge of kinematics, 
vectors and vector addition. By selecting 
appropriate velocities (both 
magnitude and direction), 
they steer their simulated 
ship toward long-lost pirate 
treasure while avoiding 
shoreline rocks and compensating for 
existing currents. Learn and have fun! 
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